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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.01 This section describes the automatic 
transmission test and control circuit 

(ATTC) which is used for making automatic 
transmission loss measurements and noise checks 
of intertoll trunks. The A TTC is used in con
junction with the automatic outgoing intertoll 
trunk test frame (AOIT) in 4-type toll offices. 
The term trunk test frame or trunk test circuit 
as used in this section refers to the AOIT. 

1.02 This section is reissued to incorporate 
material from the addendum in its proper 

location. In this process marginal arrows have 
been omitted. 

1.03 Section 103-235-100 describes the far-end 
equipment used in the distant offices for 

automatic transmission loss measurements and 
noise checks and expll'lins the general methods 
of making the measurements on an automatic or 
manual basis. The A TTC equipment uses the 
same type amplifier, amplifier-rectifier, and ad
justable pads as the far-end equipment, and 
functions in a generally similar manner while 
making a measurement. This section covers the 
general method of operation of the circuits and 
equipment at the near end for performing the 
tests and for the suitable presentation of the 
results of the tests 
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

2.01 The automatic transmission test and con-
trol circuit (ATTC) provides the means 

for making the transmission loss measurements 
and a noise check at the originating or near end 
of the trunk and for recording the results of 
the test on a fully automatic basis. The trans
mission loss measurement consists of adjusting 
the loss of a ·set of receiving pads, with the far 
end sending 1000-cycle test power, so as to bring 
the test power level at the output of the receiv
ing pads to 1 mw. The ATTC equipment, to
gether with the teletypewriter, is mounted in the 
ATTC frame adjacent to the AOIT. A schematic 
of the transmission path is shown in Fig. 1. 

2.02 When the trunk test circuit is not engaged 
in making transmission tests, the A TTC 

remains idle and the A TTC side of the coil is 
terminated in a 600-ohm resistor at the trunk 
test frame. The trunk test circuit is set up for 
making transmission tests by the operation of 
the TRANS & NOISE key or the TRANS ONLY 
key on the trunk test frame. The trunk test cir
cuit acts as a control for the A TTC during a 
transmission test and provides timing intervals 
by means of a multivibrator timing circuit. 

2.03 The A TTC makes two transmission loss 
measurement-s during a trunk test, one of 

the trunk loss in the far-near direction, and one 
for registering the trunk loss in the near-far 
direction. This requires two amplifiers and two 
sets of pads. For the near-far measurement, test 
power is sent to the far-end equipment by the 
operation of relay SND (Fig. 1). The near-far 
trunk loss is then measured and registered at 
the far end. When the far-near measurement is 
to be made, relay REC 1 (Fig. 1) operates to 
extend the TL and RL leads from the trunk test 
circuit to the far-near amplifier for receiving 
test power from the far end. The far-near trunk 
loss is then measured and registered at the 
ATTC by the far-near amplifier and the set of 
far-near receiving pads. 
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2.04 For registering the near-far trunk loss 
measurement at the ATTC, relay AC 

(Fig. 1) operates to add the near-far amplifier 
and the set of near-far receiving pads in tandem 

with the far-near amplifier and pads. Test power 
from the far end is extended to the amplifiers 
and the two sets of pads by the operated relay 
REC 1. The near-far trunk loss is then registered 
on the near-far receiving pads at the ATTC. 

2.05 When associated with the AOIT, both the 
far-near amplifier and the near-far ampli

fier are set for a fixed gain of 19.9 db. The am
plifiers are alike except that the far-near ampli
fier is equipped with a noise weighting network. 
The 1000-cycle supply is adjusted to zero level 
at the MW or (1000, 0, 600) jack on the ATTC 
bay. Compensation for office wiring loss is pro
vi.ded by trimmer pads in the line side of the 
AOIT hybrid. 

2.06 The amplifier-rectifier gain is adjusted so 
that relay P in the output circuit will 

operate to its contact 2 when the test power 
level output from the receiving pads is 1 mw or 
higher. Relay P will <release and close its con
tact 3 when this power level is reduced to 0.1 db 
below 1 mw. Relay Pis used as the control device 
during the pad adjustment to bring the test 
power level to 1 mw. 

2.07 Each set of receiving pads consists of nine 
separate pad units having losses of 10, 5, 

4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2. and 0.1 db, respectively. Each 
pad unit is inserted in the transmission path by 
the operation of a corresponding pad control re
lay. By operating the nine pad control relays in 
various combinations, the loss in the transmis
sion path can be adjusted to any value be
tween 0 and 19.9 db in 0.1 db steps. This permits 
the test power level to be adjusted to 1 mw to 
within -+-0.1 db. At the start of a :test all pad 
control relays are normal and the total receiving 
pad loss is 0 db. 



2.08 Each pad control relay operates a supple-
mentary relay to control the loss in a set 

of check pads. Each set of check pads has nine 
pad units having losses of 10, 5, 1, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 
0.2, and 0.1 db, respectively. At the start of a 
test, the total loss in each set of check pads is 
19.9 db. When a pad control relay operates to 
insert a loss in the transmission path, the sup
plementary relay removes an equal loss from the 
check pads. Consequently, the total loss in the 
transmission path and the associated check pads 
is always 19.9 db regardless of which pad con
trol relays are operated. This feature is used 
for checking purposes as explained later. 

2.09 The supplementary pad contr-pl relays 
carry additional contacts, not shown in 

Fig. 1. These are used to translate the pad con
trol relay settings to measured losses of the 
trunk when the deviations are to be computed 
for recording by the teletypewriter. 

2.10 The trunk check pads and loop check pads 
indicated in Fig. 1 are used in connection 

with accuracy checks as explained later. 

2.11 The noise check makes use of the far-near 
amplifier, which is equipped with a net

work to provide F1A noise weighting. Relay AC 
is released to remove the near-far amplifier and 
pads. Relay PCO is operated to reduce the loss 
of the near-far pads to 0 db. The gain of the 
amplifier-rectifier is increased by reducing the 
amount of feedback. The noise check may be 
made at 35 dba, 40 dba, or 45 dba, as determined 
by optional wiring in the amplifier-rectifier. 

2.12 The control circuit includes a computer 
for computing the deviation of the meas

ured loss of the. trunk in each direction from the 
specified loss class value. The computer obtains 
information regarding the specified loss from the 
class relays and information regar(ling the meas
ured loss in the two directions from the settings 
of the far-near and near-far supplementary pad 
control relays. The teletypewriter prints the 
specified net loss class and the deviation for 
each direction of transmission, together with 
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the proper sign, as a part of the trunk test rec
ord. This presents the results of the test in a 
form suitable for a statistical analysis of the 
transmission performance of the trunks tested. 
The computer also controls the operation of a set 
of deviation registers. These are manually re
settable counters which provide a tally of all 
deviations measured, in 1/2 db increments, from 
+8.0 db to -8.0 db. Since the ATTC cannot 
measure gains, the maximum negative deviations 
which can be recorded is limited to the specified 
net loss of the trunk under test. The readings of 
these counters serve to reduce the effort re
quired when making statistical analyses of the 
transmission performance after tests of a large 
number of trunks. 

2.13 The control circuit includes checking fea-
tures to insure that all phases of a test 

are completed correctly. The trunk test circuit 
blocks and sounds an :darm if the transmission 
test cannot be completed successfully and within 
the designed time limits. 

2.14 The trunk test frame selects the trunk 
to be tested and pulses forward the proper 

code to reach the transmission measuring and 
noise .checking equipment in the distant office. 
When the distant end is ready to start the test, 
it returns a steady off-hook signal over the. 
trunk. This signal operates the supervisory relay 
of the trunk test circuit, which then makes cer-
tain checks of the trunk relay equipment in the 
home office before starting the transmission test. 
Up to this point, the trunk test circuit functions 
in exactly the same way as if it were making a 
code 103 test line test. Any irregularities in the 
trunk circuit functions will result in a trouble 
indication in the same way as when running a 
code 103 test line test cycle. If these initial tests 
are successful, the trunk test circuit starts the 
transmission test. 

2.15 All measurements by the ATTC are in 
terms of the terminal net loss (TNL) of 

the trunk under test, and are_ therefore consistent 
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with tests made by the toll testboard. A test 
hybrid is included in the AOIT in the t:ransmis· 
sion path between the A TTC and the trunk under 
test. In ~plit pad offices, the AOIT provides a pad 
c(mtrol signal to remove the 2 db portion of the 
A pad f:ro:m the trunk. In a single A pad ohice, 
where S = ~ db, the AOIT provides a signal to 
remove the entire A pad from the trunk. In the 
latter case, the test hybrid circuit is built out to 
a loss of (A+ 2) db, · 

3. TRANSMISSION TEST AND NOISE CHECK 

3.01 The transmission test is carried out in 
four steps. These steps are (1) sending 

toward the far end, (2) receiving test power 
from the far end for the far-near loss measure
ment, (3) receiving test power from the far end 
for the near-far loss measurement, and (4) the 
noise check. Fig. 5 ls a flow chart showing the 
various functions performed during Steps 1, 2, 
3, and 4. These various functions are described 
in greater detail in the subsequent paragraphs. 
The paragraph numbers listed in Fig. 5 refer 
to the paragraphs in the following text describ
ing the particular function. 

A. Step 1 -Sending 

3.02 When the initial tests (2.14) are finished, 
the trunk test circuit grounds lead "SND" 

(Fig. 1), operating relays SND and 1MW to 
send 1000-cycle test power to the TL and RL 
leads. From a transmission standpoint, this send 
condition is the same as when sending on the 
same trunk from the intertoll trunk test jacks 
at the toll testboard. While the test power is 
connected, the far end measures the loss and 
checks the measurement. After about 3 seconds, 
the trunk test circuit removes ground from lead 
"SND" to stop sending and then pauses for 
about 1/2 second. 

3.03 If the measurement is not successful, the 
far end will return a short on-hook signal 

during this pause. This momentarily releases the 

supervisory relay of the trunk test circuit as a 
40repeat test" signal. This signal causes test 
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power to be sent for another trial. After a third 
unsuccessful attempt, the trunk test circuit will 
block and sound an alarm with lamp FNCK 
lighted. The far end will time out in about 6 
seconds after the trunk test circuit blocks and 
wilt return a reorder signal causing the SV lamp 
on the trunk test frame to flash at 120 ipm. 

3.04 If the measurement at the far end is suc-
cessful in any one of the first three at

tempts, the far end will not return the repeat 
test signal. After the 1/2-second pause, the trunk 
test circuit grounds lead "SND" for about 1/2 
second to send a short spurt of test power to the 
far end. This is an "automatic test" signal to 
notify the far end that this is an automatic test. 
The trunk test circuit then causes the A TTC to 
prepare to receive test power from the far end. 
This completes Step 1 of the measurement. The 
trunk test circuit then starts a 9-second (approx
imately) timing interval for the completion of 
Step 2. If the measurement is not completed 
during this interval, the trunk test circuit will 
block and sound an alarm. 

3,05 If the trunk loss in the near-far direction 
exceeds 19.9 db, the far end will be unable 

to detect the test power and start a measure
ment. In this case the far end will time out about 
6 seconds after seizure and will return a 120 ipm 
flashing supervisory signal before the 9-second 
timing interval elapses. This will cause the trunk 
test circuit to block and sound an alarm with 
lamp NFO lighted. 

B. Step 2 - Far-Near Measurement 

3.06 Preparation for Receiving: The ATTC 
receiving circuits remain idle up to the 

end of Step 1, but immediately thereafter the 
far end will return test power for Step 2. The 
A TTC must be put into condition to detect the 
test power and to start the measurement when 
it arrives. The method of doing this is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

3.07 At the time the trunk test circuit sends 
the automatic test signal, it operates re

lays ON and TA. Then the automatic test signal 
is removed and relay REC is operated, which 
operates relay REC 1 of Fig. 1. This extends the 



TL and RL leads of the trunk test circuit to the 
input of the far-near amplifier, enabling the 
A TTC to receive test power from the far end. 
Relay REC also opens the original operating 
path of relay TA, leaving relay TA locked oper
ated through contact 3 of relay P on the ampli
fier-rectifier. When the test power arrives, relay 
P operates and releases relay TA. Relay TA, 
released, operates relay TAl which starts the 
measurement. 

3.08 If the trunk loss in the far-near direction 
exceeds 19.9 db, the received test power 

will be too weak to operate relay P on the 
amplifier-rectifier and the measurement will not 
start. Also, if the far end falls to return the 
test power, relay P will not operate. The trunk 
test circuit, at the end of the 9-second timing 
interval, will then block and sound an alarm 
with lamp FNO lighted. 

3.09 Far-Near Loss Measurement: The far-
near loss measurement consists of in

creasing the loss by connecting the far-near re
ceiving pads into the circuit (Fig. 1), so as to 
reduce the test power level at their output to 
exactly 1 mw. At this fixed power level, the far
near trunk loss bears a fixed relation to the far
near receiving pad loss and the trunk loss can 
be determined from the pad loss. 

3.10 When the test power level at the pad out-
put is 1 mw or higher, relay P on the 

amplifier-rectifier operates to its contact 2 but 
when the power level is reduced to only 0.1 db 
below 1 mw, relay P releases and closes its con
tact 3 (2.06). The scheme of measurement, 
therefore, is to increase the far-near receiving 
pad loss until relay P is just on the verge of 
moving from contact 2 to contact 3. At this point 
the power level is 1 mw and the receiving pad 
adjustment stops. 

3.11 The pad adjustment takes place in steps 
by means of 204-type selectors. These are 

driven by a polar relay-type pulse generator. The 
action which takes place is described in the fol
lowing paragraphs and illustrated in Fig. 3. 

3.12 When relay TAl operates upon the arrival 
of the test power (3.07), it starts the pulse 

generator which drives relay Pl at about 8.5 
pulses per second. Relay P1, operated, (1) opens 
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the input path to tube V 4 on the amplifier-recti
fier (shown as leads "M" and "D" in Fig. 3) 
which causes relay P to release and close its 
contact 3, (2) advances selector A to position 1, 
and (3) operates relay OTM. Relay OTM simply 
introduces a delay to prevent closure of the path 
to brush 1 until selector A is seated on position 1. 

3.13 When relay OTM operates, pad control 
relay lOA operates and locks. This inserts 

the 10 db far-near receiving pad (shown in Fig. 
1) which reduces the power level. A moment 
later, during the open period of the pulse, relay 
P1 releases and recloses the input path to tube 
V4 on the amplifier-rectifier (leads "M" and "D" 
in Fig. 3). Relay P will now reoperate on the test 
power from the far end if the power level at the 
output from far-near receiving pads in Fig. 1 is 
still 1 mw or higher; otherwise, relay P will re
main on its contact 3. 

3.14 The method of control, therefore, is: as 
follows: If the test power level, after'the 

10 db far-near pad is inserted, is less than 1 mw, 
relay P on the amplifier-rectifier will remain on 
its contact 3 during the open period of the pulse. 
The +130 volt battery at relay TAl will then 
be routed through contact 3 of relay P, various 
other contacts, and brush 2 of selector A to the 
winding of pad control relay lOA. This shunts 
down relay lOA, which removes the 10 db far
near pad before the selector is advanced to posi
tion 2. If, however, the power level is still 1 mw 
or higher, after the 10 db pad is inserted, relay 
P will operate to its contact 2 during the open 
period of the pulse. This opens the shunt down 
path and relay lOA remains locked in the oper
ated position to retain the 10 db pad as the 
selector is advanced to position 2. 

3.15 It will be noted that when relay Pl re-
leases, it operates relay RTM. The shunt 

down path mentioned above is carried through 
a contact of relay RTM. Relay RTM introduces 
a delay after relay Pl releases to prevent the 
pad control relay from being shunted down pre
maturely, before relay P on the amplifier
rectifier has had an opportunity to operate, if it 
is going to do so. 

3.16 As selector A is advanced, a far-near re
ceiving pad unit is inserted at each step 

in the order 10 db, 5 db, 4 db, etc. If the power 
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level at any step drops below 1 mw after the pad 
unit is inserted, the control relay for that unit 
will be shunted down, as explained above, tore
move the pad. Then, at the next step, the next 
lower value of pad will be tried. If the power 
level at any step is still 1 mw or higher, after 
the pad unit is insert~d, that pad unit will be 
retained. At position 9 of the selector all nine 
receiving pad units will have been tried, ending 
with the 0.1 db pad, and the receiving pad loss 
will have been increased so as to reduce the 
power level to 1 mw. 

3.17 With the AOIT, the gain of the far-near 
amplifier is 19.9 db. Therefore, the fol

lowing relationship will exist. 

Far-Near Rec Pad Loss = 19.9 db- Far-Near 
Trk Loss 

This relation permits the far-near pad control 
relay settings to be translated directly to the 
trunk loss in the far-near direction. (The loss of 
the hybrid on the AOIT is included as a part 
of the trunk loss as discussed in 2.15. From a 
transmission standpoint, this receive condition 
is the same as when using the toll testboard 
transmission measuring system.) 

3.18 At position 10 of selector A, transfer re-
lays TRl and TRA operate to transfer 

control leads "ORM," "OPR," and "RPR" to 
selector B. Selector B then starts to move and 
the control circuit proceeds with a "trunk check." 

3.19 Trunk Check: After the pad adjustment 
is finished, the power level should be very 

near 1 mw. However, if one or more of the pad 
control relays failed to operate and lock, or if 
they failed to be shunted down properly, or if 
the trunk net loss is negative (i.e., a gain), it 
would not be possible to bring the test level 
power to 1 mw. Also, if the trunk loss should 
change suddenly while the pad adjustment is in 
progress, it might not be possible to bring the 
power level to 1 mw. The far-near pad control 
relay settings would then be incorrect and would 
pass incorrect information to the computer re
garding the trunk loss. The trunk check guards 
against errors from such causes. If the check 
fails, a repeat test signal is returned to the far 
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end so that another trial can be made to secure 
a better adjustment. The trunk check is made 
in the following manner. 

3.20 At position 1 of selector B, relay HCK 
operates and inserts trunk check pad A 

(Fig. l) in the transmission path to reduce the 
power level 0.5 db. If the power level was not 
more than about +0.5 dbm at the start of the 
check, this reduction will cause relay P to re
main on its contact 2 after relay Pl has released. 
Therefore, relay HCK will be shunted down dur
ing the open period of the pulse, removing check 
pad A. At position 2 of selector B, relay LCK 
operates and removes check pad B, increasing 
the power level 0.5 db. Relay P will operate when 
relay Pl. releases if the power level at the start 
of the check was about -0.5 dbm or higher. Con
sequently, relay LCK will not be shunted down 
at position 2, and check pad B remains out of 
the transmission path. At position 3 of selector 
B, a ground is routed to the contacts (shown in 
Fig. 3) of relays HCK and LCK. If the check 
indicates that the test power level is satisfac
tory, the ground goes to open contacts at the 
released HCK and the operated LCK. However, 
if HCK remained operated (power level too 
high), or if LCK was released (power level too 
low) the ground has a path to relay TKR, which 
operates and locks. This condition will cause 
another trial to be made to secure a better 
adjustment. 

3.21 Check for Removal of Test Power: The 
trunk check utilizes test power from the 

far end and must be completed before the far 
end removes the test power; After the trunk 
check, the A TTC must be able to detect when 
the far end removes the test power so that it can 
prepare for Step 3. This is done in the following 
manner. 

3.22 At position 4 of selector B, pad cut-out 
relay PCO operates and locks. This re

leases relay TAl (see Fig. 2) which stops the 
pulse generator, leaving selector B at position 4. 
Relay PCO ,short-circuits the series elements and 
opens the shunt paths of the far-near receiving 
pads (Fig. 1), reducing the loss to 0 db. Relay 
P on the amplifier-rectifier then reoperates on 



the test power from the far end and operates 
relay TR (Fig. 8). The circuit rests in this posi
tion to await the removal of the test power at 
the far end. 

3.23 During the far-near measurement and 
trunk check, the trunk test circuit is on a 

9-second timing interval (3.04). If the far end 
fails to remove the test power befQre this inter
val elapses, the trunk test circuit blocks and 
sounds· an alarm with lamp LTR lighted. This 
provides a check of the far end in case the far 
end fails to respond to the automatic test signal 
and returns test power for 10 seconds, as on a 
manually dialed test. 

3.24 When the far end removes the test power, 
relay P on the amplifier-rectifier releases, 

releasing relay TR. A ground is then routed 
from the contacts of relay T A1 through contact 
3 of the P relay, various other contacts, and 
brush 2 and position 4 of selector B to the trunk 
test circuit over lead "TTR." The 9-second tim
ing interval is canceled and, if the trunk test 
was successful, the A TTC is prepared for Step 
3. In doing this, relay AC (Fig. 1) operates to 
add the near-far amplifier and near-far pads. 
Relay TA (Fig. 2) is reoperated to prepare to 
receive test power for Step 3 and to release relay 
PCO to reinsert the far-near receiving pads 
(Fig. 1)'. The trunk test circuit will then start a 
new 9-second timing interval, during which time 
Step 3 of the measurement should be completed. 

3.25 If the trunk check failed, (relay TKR 
operated) the A TTC will not prepare for 

Step 3. Instead, a short spurt of test power will 
be sent to the far end as a repeat test signal, and 
the control circuit, the far-near receiving pads, 
and selectors A and B will be restored to the 
condition prevailing at the start of Step 2. The 
far end will send test power for another· trial. 
The trunk test circuit will block and sound an 
alarm with lamp HNCK lighted after a third 
unsuccessful attempt. 

C. Step 3 - Near-Far Measurement 

3.26 Use of "Add 10" Signal: During Step 1 
the far end adjusts a transmitting pad so 

that the transmitting pad loss is equal to the 
trunk loss in the near-far direction, provided the 
trunk loss is less than 10 db. If the trunk loss in 
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the near-far direction is 10 db or more, the trans
mitting pad loss is adjusted to a value 10 db less 
than the trunk loss. (This arrangement is to 
avoid having the far end send test power at a 
very low level. By use of the "add 10" signal 
this level is never lower than -9.9 dbm). The far 
end sends through the transmitting pad for Step 
3. The arrangements are such that the loss meas
ured by the ATTC in Step 3 is the loss of the 
transmitting pad at the far end. Consequently, 
the A TTC must know whether the transmitting 
pad loss at the far end is equal to the trunk loss 
in thl! near-far direction, or whether it is 10 db 
less tlran the trunk loss. An "add 10" signal pro
vides this information as follows. 

3.27 In case the far end had adjusted the 
transmitting pad loss to a value 10 db less 

than the trunk loss, it will, just prior to sending 
for Step 3, return a short on-hook signal over the 
trunk. This signal causes the trunk test circuit 
supervisory relay to release and ground the 
AD10 lead to the ATTC. Ground on the AD10 
lead causes the A TTC to add 10 db when the 
near-far pad control relay settings are trans
lated to the trunk loss in the near-far direction. 
If the transmitting pad loss at the far end is 
equal to the trunk loss in the far-near direction, 
the far end will not return the "add 10" signal. 
The A TTC will then translate the near-far pad 
control relay settings directly without the 10 db 
correction. 

3.28 The far end pauses about 1/2 second after 
Step 2 and then sends test power for Step 

3. Should the far end fail to return test power 
for Step 3 before the 9-second timing interval 
elapses, the trunk test circuit will block and 
sound an alarm with lamp LTA lighted. This 
provides a check on the far end in case the far 
end is unable, for any reason, to continue 
through the test sequence. 

3.29 Near-Far Loss Measurement: When test 
power arrives, relay P operates and starts 

the measurement as described in 3.07. Selector 
B (Fig. 3) starts to step and the near-far receiv
ing pads are adjusted in the same manner as 
previously described for the far-near pads. At 
position 10 of selector B, transfer relays TR2 
and TRB operate to transfer control leads 
"ORM," "OPR," and "RPR" to selector C. Se-
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lector C then starts and continues the pad ad
justment. At position 4 of selector C, the near
far receiving pad adjustment is completed. 

3.30 At positions 5 and 6 of selector C, relays 
HCK and LCK are operated to make a 

trunk check as described in 3.20. The control 
circuit then proceeds with a "loop check." 

3.31 Loop Check: Several conditions may 
arise, other than improper pad control 

relay operation which is taken care of by the 
trunk check (3.19), which could result in an in
accurate measurement. Some such sources of 
error are as follows: 

(a) The ,gains are adjusted so that relay P 
on the amplifier-rectifier will just operate 

when the test power level at the output from 
the receiving pads is 1 mw (2.06). If the gain 
of the amplifier-rectifier or of either amplifier 
changes from the initially calibrated setting, 
relay P will operate on some power other than 
1 mw. This will cause a corresponding error 
in the measurement. 

(b) If the test power supply deviates from 
the standard value, it will cause a corre

sponding error in the near-far loss measure
ment at the far end. The far end will then 
return incorrect information regarding the 
trunk loss in the near-far direction. 

(c) Faulty pad control relay contacts or de-
fective pad components or wiring might 

cause the loss of one or more of the receiving 
pad units or check pad units to be incorrect. 
This would result in an incorrect pad loss 
setting with a corresponding error in the 
measurement. 

The loop check guards against errors from such 
causes. 

3.32 The loss introduced in the transmission 
path by each set of receiving pads plus 

the loss remaining in the associated set of check 
pads (Fig. 1) is always 19.9 db (2.08). The 
effective gain of each amplifier is also 19.9 db 
(2.05). Therefore, if all the receiving pads, 
check pads, and both amplifiers are connected in 
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tandem, the net loss of the combination should 
always be the same, after the measurements are 
finished, regardless of the trunk losses being 
measured. The loop check test checks this loss 
using the local test power supply and the 
amplifier-rectifier and relay P so as to Include 
all items which might affect accuracy. The meas
urement is rejected if this loss is not within 
about ±0.2 db of the normal value. The -+-0.2 db 
tolerance permits slight cumulative deviations in 
the losses and gains of the various parts. The 
loop check is made in the following manner. 

3.33 At position 7 of selector C (Fig. 3), relay 
LP operates and in turn operates relay 1 

MW of Fig. 1. Referring to Fig. 1, this connects 
the local test power supply through the far-near, 
near-far, and loop check pads, the two ampli
fiers, and the two sets of receiving pads to the 
input of the amplifier-rectifier. Relay AC is still 
operated to include the near-far amplifier and 
receiving pads in the transmission path. Also, 
relay LCK is operated and relay HCK is re
leased if the trunk check was successful, so that 
trunk check pads A and B are both cut out. 
With this arrangement the net loss between the 
test power supply and the amplifier-rectifier will 
be 0.3 db if everything is in perfect order. This 
provides 0.2 db margin for the operation of 
relay P. However, if the net loss is more than 
0.2 db above normal due to incorrect pad losses, 
low gains, or low test power supply, relay P will 
not operate. Relay LP will then be shunted down 
during the open period of the pulse before selec
tor C advances to position 8. 

3.34 At position 8 of selector C, relay LPC 
operates. Referring to Fig. 1, this inserts 

the 0.5 db loop check pad which reduces the 
power level 0.5 db. This is 0.2 db less than the 
power required to operate relay P. Therefore, if 
the check is satisfactory, relay LPC will be 
shunted down during the open period of the 
pulse, removing the 0.5 db loop check pad. How
ever, if tha net loss is more than 0.2 db below 
normal due to incorrect pad losses, high gains, · 
or a high test power supply, relay P will operate 



and cause relay LPC to remain operated at posi
tion 8. 

3.35 At position 9 of selector C, relay RLP 
operates which releases relays LP and 1 

MW to restore the transmission path to normal. 

3.36 Referring to Fig. 3, if the trunk check 
failed at position 5 or 6 of selector C (re

lay HCK operated or relay LCK ·not operated), 
the operation of relay LP at position 7 causes 
relay TKR to operate and lock. This will cause 
a repeat test to be made regardless of the out
come of the loop check. If relay LP was released 
at position 7, the operation of relay LPC at posi
tion 8 causes relay LPR to operate and lock. 
Also, if relay LPC was not released at position 
8, the release of relay LP at position 9 causes 
relay LPR to operate and lock. Relay LPR, oper
ated, indicates failure of the loop check, and will 
cause a repeat test to be made even though the 
trunk check was successful. 

3.37 At position 10 of selector C the pad cut-
out relay PCO again operates, which func

tions as described in 3.22, and stops selector C 
at position 10. The control circuit then waits for 
the removal of the test power at the far end. 

3.38 If the far end fails to remove the test 
power before the 9-second timing interval 

elapses, the trunk test circuit will block and 
sound an alarm with lamp LTR lighted. 

3.39 When the far end does remove the test 
power, the circuit again functions as de

scribed in 3.24, up to the operation of relay AC. 
The trunk test circuit then causes the ATTC to 
prepare for the noise check in Step 4. However, 
if the trunk check or loop check failed (relay 
TKR or LPR operated), the ATTC will not pro
ceed with Step 4. Instead, a short spurt of test 
power will be sent to the far end as a repeat test 
signal and the control circuit, pads, and selectors 
A, B, and C will be restored to the condition 
prevailing at the beginning of Step 2. The far 
end will then return test power to repeat both 
Step 2 and Step 3. The trunk test circuit will 
block and sound an alarm with lamp HNCK 
lighted after a third unsuccessful attempt. 
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D. Step 4 - Noise Check 

3.40 When the far end removes the test power 
at the end Of Step 3, the circuit functions 

as described in 3.24, up to the operation of relay 
AC, and the trunk test circuit causes the A TTC 
to prepare for a noise check, if the near-far 
measurement was successful. In doing this, relay 
AC (Fig. 1) is released to remove the near-far 
amplifier and near-far pads. Relay PCO remains 
operated to keep the far-near pad loss at 0 db. 
The amplifier-rectifier circuit is rearranged to 
increase the gain in preparation for the noise 
check. The trunk test circuit then starts a 
5-second (approximately) timing interval for the 
noise check. 

3.41 During the 5-second timing interval, the 
output of the amplifier-rectifier charges 

a capacitor through a high resistance. The ar
rangements are such that the voltage charge 
accumulated on the capacitor will be propor
tional to the integrated noise voltage over the 
5-second interval. This arrangement is the same 
as that described in Section 103-235-100. At 
the end of the 5-second interval, the voltage 
on the charged capacitor is presented to the cur
rent amplifier tube on the amplifier-rectifier 
panel. If the capacitor voltage is high enough, 
relay P will operate momentarily. At this same 
time relay CN (Fig. 3) is operated momentarily. 
If the noise voltages were high enough to cause 
relay P to operate, relay P will, in turn, operate 
relay HEN which locks. Relay HEN causes the 
teletypewriter to print the letter "N" (for noise) 
in the next to the last column on the test record 
and lights lamp HEN on the trunk test frame 
as an indication of the high noise condition at 
the home end of the trunk. However, if :relays P 
and HEN remain normal during the noise check, 
the test will go to completion without the high 
noise indication. The amplifier-rectifier is set, by 
means of optional wiring, to give a high noise 
indication when the noise exceeds 35, 40, or 45 
dba. 

3.42 On completion of the noise check, the 
trunk test circuit will start a new 9-second 

timing interval during which the far end should 
complete its noise check and return a disconnect 
signal. If the disconnect signal does not arrive 
during the 9-second timing interval, the trunk 
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test circuit blocks and sounds an alarm with 
lamp LDC lighted. 

3.43 When the far end completes the noise 
check, it returns an on-hook signal as a 

disconnect signal. This will be a 120 IPM flash
ing signal if a high noise condition was regis-· 
tered at the far end. In this case, the ATTC will 
cause the teletypewriter to print the letter "N" 
in the last column on the test record and will 
light lamp FEN on the trunk test frame to indi
cate a high noise condition at the far end. If the 
disconnect signal is a steady on-hook signal, the 
test goes to completion without the high noise 
indication for the far end. 

3.44 Upon receipt of the disconnect signal, the 
ATTC causes the teletypewriter to com

plete the test record. When the test record is 
complete, the trunk test circuit breaks down the 
connection and advances to the next trunk. 

3.45 When the TRANS ONLY key on the trunk 
test frame is operated, the noise check is 

omitted. On completion of Step 3 the teletype
writer starts printing the results of the trans
mission measurements. When the record is com
plete, the trunk test circuit breaks down the 
connection and advances to the next trunk with
out waiting for the completion of the noise check. 

4. RECORDING RESULTS OF TESTS 

A. General 

4.01 Analyses of the deviations in over-all 
trunk net losses from the specified values 

are of assistance in the maintenance of these 
trunks. They give a rating to the quality of 
transmission maintenance on the plant involved. 
They also furnish· clues as to where specific 
maintenance effort should be applied. 

4.02 For such analyses there is considerable 
advantage in obtaining the results in a 

short period of time as is done with the A TTC, 
where it is applicable. The A TTC is arranged 
to provide the data in convenient form. It in
cludes a computer circuit which computes the 
deviation for each direction of transmission on 
each trunk tested and the results are printed by 
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the teletypewriter, together with the proper sign, 
+ or -. In addition, deviation registers classify 
the deviations in the 1/2 db steps useful for these 
analyses. 

4.03 Busy trunks may be omitted from the test 
cycle by operating key APB (automatic 

pass busy) on the trunk test frame. With key 
APB normal, the teletypewriter will print a rec
ord of the identification number of the busy 
trunks passed over without test, and also print 
the cue letter "B". The test can be arranged, 
with the AOIT only, to wait 2 minutes or 4 min
utes for the busy trunk to become idle, by oper
ating key TM2 or key TM4 on the AOIT. 

B. Computer 

4.04 The deviation is the difference obtained 
by subtracting the specified net loss from 

the measured loss. If the measured loss is 
greater than the specified, the deviation is + 
(excess loss), while if the measured loss is less 
than the specified, the deviation is - (excess 
gain). The computer makes this computation for 
each direction of transmission on each trunk 
tested in the following manner. 

4.05 There are 28 class relays associated with 
the trunk test circuit and the ATTC, 

representing specified net loss classes. These re
lays are designated 3.9, 4.2, 4.5, etc, to 12.0, and 
correspond to specified net loss values from 3.9 
db to 12.0 db in 0.3 db steps. For each trunk, the 
net loss class relay is chosen which agrees with 
the specified net loss of the trunk. Class relays 
are associated with trunks by means of cross 
connections at the test connector frame of the 
trunk test circuit. Lamps are provided on the 
A TTC to give a visual indication of which class 
relay is operated. When the test connector cross
points close, the class relay operates a number 
of relays in the computer to set up a 3-digit 
number in the computer representing the speci
fied net loss class. These relays remain operated 
throughout the test. The trunk test circuit will 
time out if these relays do not operate properly. 

4.06 When the measurement is finished, some 
combination of the nine far-near pad con

trol relays and some combination of the nine 
near-far pad control relays remain locked in the 
operated position, depending upon the measured 



loss in the far-near and near-far directions, re
spectively. Contacts on the supplementary relays 
supply grounds over a number of leads to the 
computer. The combination of leads which are 
grounded give to the computer a 3-digit number 
which is the measured loss of the trunk. 

4.07 Because two computations must be made, 
the leads from the pad control relays are 

closed through to the computer through cut-on 
relays. Thus, to compute the deviation in the 
far-near direction, far-near cut-on relays will 
close through to the computer seven sets of leads 
from the far-near pad control relays, as shown 
in Fig. 4. One, and only one, lead in each group 
is grounded. Some of these leads operate relays 
to the computer. Ground supplied from the pad 
control relays on the ·remaining leads are then 
extended through the computer to the output 
leads to the teletypewriter. The combination of 
output leads which are grounded represent the 
result obtained after subtracting the specified 
net loss class from the measured loss in the far
near direction. 

4.08 When the teletypewriter is ready to print 
a deviation, it operates cut-on relays, mo

mentarily, one at a time, to close through the 
separate sets of output leads representing {1) 
the sign,. (2) the tens digit, {3) the units digit, 
and (4) the tenths digit in tliat order. Only one 
lead in each set of output leads will be grounded. 
This operates a code relay in the teletypewriter 
control circuit for printing the proper digit. 
Should an open or cross occur on the leads .from 
the pad control relays through the computer to 
the teletypewriter, the code relay will not oper
ate properly and the teletypewriter will "stick." 
The trunk test circuit will then time out. 

4.09 After the tenths di,Jit of the far-near devi-
ation is printed, the far-near computer 

cut-on relays release. The near-far computer cut
on relays then operate and the process is re
peated for the near-far direction. 

4.1 0 The leads from the class relays to the 
computer are also multipled to cut-on 

relays in the teletypewriter control circuit. These 
leads supply information to the teletypewriter 
for printing the specified net loss class. 
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C. Deviation Registers 

4.11 In calculating bias and distribution grade, 
the deviations are grouped in 1/2 db in

crements between -8.0 db and +8.0 db. All de
viations falling within a particular increment 
are tallied on a corresponding line on the stroke 
sheet. In the A TTC this collection into 1/2 db 
increments and the tally within each increment 
is taken care of automatically by manually re
settable counters. There are 33 of these counters 
provided for use with the AOIT. The counters 
correspond to the 1/2 db tally lines on the stroke 
sheet as follows: 

POSITIVE DEVIATIONS COUNTER 

+7.8 db or more +8.0 

+7.3 db to +7.7 db, incl +7.5 

+6.8 db to +7.2 db, incl +7.0 
etc to 

+0.3 db to +0.7 db, incl +0.5 

NEGATIVE DEVIATIONS COUNTER 

-7.8 db or more -8.0 

-7.3 db to -7.7 db, incl -7.5 

-6.8 db to -7.2 db, incl -7.0 
etc to 

-0.3 db to -0.7 db, incl -0.5 

-0.2 db to +0.2 db, incl 0 

4.12 .~total tests register, TT, is also provided 
for each set of deviation registers. The 

TT register strokes one count for each one-way 
measurement {two per trunk tested). The read
ing of the TT counter serves as a check of the 
sum of the readings of the deviation counters. 

4.13 Prior to the start of a transmission test 
cycle, all of the counters are reset man

ually to "0". Whenever a deviation is computed, 
one of the counters will be operated to stroke 
one count in the proper increment, depending 
upon the magnitude of the deviation. When the 
test cycle is finished, the readings of each 
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counter can be entered directly on the corre
sponding line on the stroke sheet for calculating 
bias and distribution grade. 

4.14 A key, XDR, on the trunk test frame dis-
ables the deviation registers. This key is 

provided so that two operations of the register 
for the same trunk can be avoided. It is used, 
for example, when making a repeat test on a 
trunk following a trouble condition, or when in
terrupting a test cycle for a special test of a 
particular trunk. The key is restored when the 
regular test cycle is resumed. 

D. Wide Deviation Checking Feature 

4.15 A deviation checking arrangement is pro-
vided to give an indication whenever a 

deviation in either direction exceeds a prescribed 
limit. This limit can be set, by means of optional 
wiring, to a single office value of -+-3.0, -+-4.0 or 
-+-5.0 db. 

4.16 When relay LCK operates during the 
trunk check following the far-near meas

urement (3.20), the far-near computer cut-on 
relays operate and a deviation computation is 
made for the far-near direction. The teletype
writer is at rest at this time but one of two reg
ister relays in the computer will be operated, 
depending upon whether the far-near deviation 
is above or below the checking limit. When relay 
LCK operates during the trunk check following 
the near-far measurement (3.30), the near-far 
computer cut-on relays operate and a similar 
computation is made of the deviation in the near
far direction. At the completion of a test, the 
deviation checking feature causes the trunk test 
circuit and teletypewriter to function as follows: 

(a) If the teletypewriter is turned off, a de-
viation in either direction in excess of the 

checking limit, or a high noise condition regis
tered at either end, will cause the trunk test 
frame to block and sound an alarm. 

(b) If the teletypewriter is turned on and if 
key XTP on the trunk test frame is nor

mal, the teletypewriter will print a test record 
for each trunk tested. In addition, the letter 
"U" will be printed in the next to the last 
column if the deviation checking limit in the 
far-near direction is exceeded. However, if the 
trunk is also noisy in the far-near direction, 
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the letter "N" will be printed instead of "U". 
If the checking limit is not exceeded and the 
trunk is not noisy, this column is left blank. 
Teletypewriter functions similarly for the 
near-far direction except tnat the letters "U" 
or "N" are printed in the last column of the 
test record. These letters stand out on the test 
record to "mark" those trunks having un
usually large deviations or high noise. 

(c) If the teletypewriter is turned on and if 
key XTP on the trunk test frame is oper-

ated, the teletypewriter will not print a trans
mission test record for each trunk tested. The 
record will be printed only when the deviation 
in one or both directions exceeds the checking 
limit or when a high noise condition is regis
tered at one or both ends. When the records of 
the results of all trunks tested are not to be 
used for analysis purposes, this arrangement 
eliminates a large amount of data which is not 
needed, but still maintains a record of those 
trunks having unusually large deviations or 
high noise. 

E. Deviation Alarm 

4.17 An alarm is provided which locks in under 
the control of a deviation alarm key, DA, 

on the trunk test frame when a deviation is 
-+-5 db or more. This alarm is entirely inde
pendent of other alarms and of the wide deviation 
checking feature. With the alarm locked in, test
ing will continue. When the attendant comes to 
the trunk test frame to silence the alarm, he 
notes from the teletypewriter record the identity 
of the trunk with a deviation in excess of 5 db. 
Appropriate action can then be taken with re
spect to that particular trunk. 

F. Lamp Display of Measured Losses 

4.18 The actual measured losses (not devia-
tions) can be displayed on lamps on the 

trunk test frame by operating key LPS. Operat
ing key T A causes the trunk test circuit to stop 
when a test is finished so that the lamps may be 
observed. When a test is finished, lamp cut-on 
relays operate to cut through the lamp leads for 
lighting the proper lamps. Release of key TA 
allows the test to continue. Two sets of lamps 
are used, one set to display the measured loss 
in the far-near direction, and one set to display 



the measured loss in the near-far direction. 
These lamps are useful when making a local test 
on the A TTC to check the operation of the pad 
control relays. 

5. PROVISION FOR TESTS AND ADJUSTMENTS 

A. 1000-Cycle Test Power Supply 

5.01 A jack designated MW or (1000, 0, 600) 
in 4-type offices is provided to permit 

checking the test power supply. A 22A milliwatt 
reference meter (or a 7 A transmission measur
ing set, if the 22A is not available) is connected 
to the above jack. When the ATTC is•used with 
the AOIT, the test power supply should be 0.0 
dbm. If the meter reading deviates from this 
value by ±0.05 db or more, the output of the test 
power supply shall be checked and corrected. 
Use the 22A meter, or the 7A TMS in conjunc
tion with the 2AA milliwatt reference set, to 
check that the test power supply output is ad
justed to within ±0.08 db of the specified value. 
Inaccuracy of the test power supply at either 
the near end or the far end will cause corre
sponding errors in the measurements. The loop 
check will fail if the difference between the 
deviations of the two supplies exceeds 0.2 db. 

Note: The +0.5 dbm jack should not be 
used for any other purpose than calibration 
and tests with the A TTC. 

B. AmpUfier Gain 

5.02 Test pads are terminated on jacks on the 
ATTC to facilitate amplifier gain adjust

ment. A 19.9 db pad is furnished when the am
plifiers are used in conjunction with ·the AOIT 
(2.05). The test power supply is connected, by 
means of a patch cord, through the appropriate 
test pad to the amplifier input. The amplifier 
output is connected to the 22A or the 7 A set. If 
the gain is correct, the m.eter will indicate zero 
deviation from 0.0 dbm. A screwdriver adjusted 
potentiometer on the amplifier panel is used for 
gain adjustment. An error in the gain adjust
ment of the near-far amplifier will cause a cor
responding error in the near-far measurement. 
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However, large errors will be detected by the 
loop check, as covered in 3.32. Each amplifier 
includes negative feedback to maintain gain 
stability. The gains should show no measurable 
departure from the initially calibrated setting, 
so long as the tubes and components remain in 
good condition. 

C. Amplifier-Rectifier Gain Adjustment for 
Transmission Tests 

5.03 The amplifier-rectifier gain in the trans-
mission measuring condition is adjusted 

so that the polar relay in the output just oper
ates to its contact 2 when the test power level ~lt 
the output of the receiving pads in Fig. 1 is 1 mw. 
Two keys, ADJ PT and REL PT, are provided 
on the ATTC to facilitate this adjustment. Key 
ADJ PT connects lamps PB and PF to contact 3 
and contacts 2, respectively, of the polar relay, 
P, on the amplifier-rectifier so that the position 
of relay P can be observed. Key REL PT oper
ates the 0.1 db far-near pad control relay to in
sert the 0.1 db far-near receiving pad in the 
transmission path. (See Fig. 1.) 

5.04 To adjust the gain, key ADJ PT is oper-
ated which causes lamp PB to light. The 

1000-cycle test power is then patched through 
the 19.9 db test pad (associated with AOIT) to 
the input of the far-near amplifier. Connection 
of the test power should operate relay P on the 
amplifier-rectifier if the gain is high enough. 
This retires lamp PB and lights lamp PF. The 
gain can be increased, if necessary, by potenti
ometer PT on the amplifier-rectifier panel until 
lamp PF just lights. Key REL PT is then de
pressed to insert the 0.1 db far-near receiving 
pad. If the gain is not too high, relay P will 
release, which lights lamp PB and retires lamp 
PF. Potentiometer PT is used to obtain the cor
rect gain setting. 

5.05 The procedure in 5.04 provides a quick 
and easy check of the over-all gain of the 

far-near amplifier and amplifier-rectifier. If the 
requirements are not met, the test power supply 
and the gain of the far-near amplifier should 
be checked before readjusting the gain of the 
amplifier-rectifier. 
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D. Amplifier-Rectifier Gain Adjustment for Noise 
Checks 

5.06 The gain of the amplifier-rectifier in the 
noise checking condition is set to give a 

high noise indication when the noise at the 
terminal of the trunk under test exceeds 35, 40, 
or 45 dba, depending upon the value chosen for 
the particular office. The noise values correspond 
to a steady 1000-cycle power of -50, -45, or 
-40 dbm, respectively. 

5.07 During the noise check, the output of the 
amplifier-rectifier charges a capacitor, as 

described in 3.41. The objective during the gain 
adjustment is to set the gain so that, with the 
above values of test power applied, the voltage 
on the capacitor at the end of the timing interval 
will be just high enough to cause a high noise 
indication. Accordingly, the multivibrator tim
ing circuit on the trunk test frame is made to 
operate in the same manner as on a trunk test 
so that the timing interval during the gain cali
bration will be the same as when making a reg
ular noise check. This is done by blocking cer
tain relays on the trunk test frame and A TTC 
during the adjustment. 

5.08 The test power is connected to the input 
of the far-near amplifier through a 600-

ohm attenuator, such as the 5A. The loss in 
the attenuator is set at 50 db, 45 db, or 40 db 
(ATTC associated with the AOIT) for noise 

checking limits of 35 dba, 40 dba, or 45 dba, re
spectively. Key PN OPERon the ATTC is then 
operated. This starts the multivibrator timing 
circuit on the trunk test frame and causes the 
circuits to function as on a regular noise check 
At the end of the noise check, lamp HEN on the 
trunk test frame should light if the gain is high 
enough. The gain can be increased, if necessary, 
by means of potentiometer PN until lamp HEN 
just lights. Key PN OPER is then restored and 
key PN NO operated. Key PN NO functions like 
key PN OPER and, in addition, inserts the 
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0.1 db far-near receiving pad in the transmission 
path to reduce the power. Under this condition 
lamp HEN will not light unless the gain is too 
high. Potentiometer PN is adjusted so that both 
of the above conditions are met. 

E. Operational Check of Pad Circuits 

5.09 Keys are provided on the A TTC so that a 
loss measurement can be simulated lo

cally to check the operating features of the· pad 
circuits. For this purpose, the loss of an attenua
tor is measured, and the loss setting of the at
tenuator checked against the measured loss 
shown by the loss display lamps on the trunk 
test frame (4.18). A test pad, adjustable in 
0.1 db steps by means of keys, is terminated on 
jacks on the ATTC. When associated with the 
AOIT, the test pad loss can be adjusted from 
0 to 1.2 db. This test pad can be used in tandem 
with a 600-ohm attenuator, such as the 5A, to 
obtain loss values as required. 

F. Over-all Check of Accuracy 

5.10 Arrangements are incorporated in the 
AOIT so that the ATTC can be checked 

against the far-end transmission measuring and 
noise checking circuit in the home office. This 
test functions the same as any trunk test and 
prints out a deviation on the teletypewriter 
record if either the A TTC or the far-end equip
ment is in error. With the AOIT, the class mark 
(8.1M in split "A" pad offices or 11.1M in single 
"A" pad offices) is such that a deviation of -0.1 
db would indicate the correct loss. Any variation 
of -+-0.2 db or more in excess of this value should 
be investigated. That is the deviation should be 
within the limits of +0.1 db to -0.3 db. If these 
limits are exceeded, then all measurements made 
by the A TTC, or all measurements made by other 
offices to the far-end equipment, are in error. 
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CLOSED AT TIME 
"AUTOMATIC TEST" 

SIGNAL. IS STARTED 
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CLOSED AT TIME 
"AUTOMATIC TEST" 
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TRUNk TEST FRAME 
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NOTES: 

I. CHART IS SHCWU FOR CdNOITIOti WITH TELETYPEWRITER PRI~TIHG A TE ST ~ECORC FOR 
All TRUNKS TE~TED. 

2 . 

ll. 

5. 

3. 

7 . 

e. 

9. 

IC. 

IF TROUBLE IS £~COUNTERED IN SETTING UP TEST CALL, TRUNK TEST FRAME WILL 
BLOCK BEFORE TRANSMISSION TEST STARTS. 

f.OR EIIC WILL CONTi tiUE WITH TEST BY SEtiCitlG FOR ~TEP 3 .AIIC THEil MA!': ItiG ~ICI S E 
Cl-.t:CK PEl\ STEP ll. fAR EIID THEil RELEASES. (~V)LAt~P WILL FLASH If !lOlSE CllECK 
LIMIT AT FAR EtiC IS EXCEEDEC. 

fAR-t~EAR C.diATION IS CCMPUTED AT THIS TIME AtiO CHECKEC AGAitlST Of'fiATICU 
CHECKING LIMITS . IF LIMITS ARE IIOT EXCEEDED lAMP (FNS) LIGHTS, CTHERWISE LAMF' 

(FHU) ll GilTS. 

If ATTC fAILS TC SEIID "AUTOMATIC TEST" SIGUAL OR fAR EHD FAILS TO RECEIVE 
IT, If SEIIT, FAR ENC Will RETURtl TEST PCWER FOR tC SECCHCS. 

tlEAR-FAR DEVIATION IS COMPUTED AT THIS TIME AtiD CHECKED AGAitiST CEVIATIOH 
CHECKING Lllo41TS. IF LIMITS ARE IKT EXCEEDED, LAMP(IIF~)LI:ii-'TS , CTHERWISE 
LAMP (NFL, LIGHTS. 

A TOTAL Of ONLY 3 TRI.ALS Will BE MACE; e.Q. IF A SECCIID TRIAL WAS I~ACE 
DURING FAR - HEAR MEASI!REMEriT (STEP 2) TilE TRUNK TEST FRAME WILl BlOCK IF THE 
SECOND TRIAL DURING NEAR-FAR MEASUREMENT (STEP 3) IS NOT SUCCESSFUl. 

IF ~EY (X T~) Ctl TRUNK TEST FRAME IS OPERATED, TELETYPEWRITER WILL NOT START 
UNLESS DEVIATION CHECK LIMITS WERE EXCEEDED (NOTES~ AND 8). 

IF l(fY (X 'P) Ct~ TRUNK TEST FRAME IS OPERATED, AND IF DEVIATION CHECK LIMITS 
WERE NOT EXCEEDED, TELETYPEWRITER Will BE AT REST UP TO THIS POINT. IT WILL 
START AT THIS POINT ONLY If NOISE CHECK LIMITS ARE EXCEEDED. OTHERWISE TRUNK 
TEST fRAME WILL ADVANCE TO NEXT TRUNK WITHOUT PRINTING A TEST RECORD. 

IF TELETYPEWRITER IS TURNEC OFF, TRUNK TEST FRAME WILl BLOCK AT THIS POINT 
IF DEVIATION CHECKING liMITS IN EITHER DIRECTION OR NOISE CHECK LIMITS AT 
EITHER END ARE EXCEEDED. 

r----------------------------- STEP I--------------~------------~ 

TRUNK TEST FRAME RECEIVES STEADY 
•OFF-HOOK", TRANSMISSION TEST 
STARTS. NOTE 2 

I 
IMW SENT FOR ABOUT 3 

~.OL SECCNCS. FAR EtlD MEASURES TRI!UK 
LOSS HI tiEAR-FAR DIRECTION 

r-----------------------~~· 
I '·y FAR ENC RECEI~ES TEST POWER &UT 

IS NOT ABLE TO ~AKE A SUCCESSFUL 
TRANSMISSION LOSS MEASUREMEIIT 

FAR END RETURNS A •REPEAT TEST" 
SIGNAL (IlL SECONC "014-HCOK") 

IMW SENT FOR 3 SECONDS FOR 
2NC TRIAL. FAR EtiD AGAIII 
MEASURES N~AR-FAR LOSS 

y 
MEASUREMEtiT AT FA~ E~O STill 
UNSUCCESSFUL Ill 211C .TRIAL 

1 
FAR END AGAIN RETURtiS REPEAT I 
TEST SIGIIAL ( 112 SECOtiD "011-HOOK")I 

I 
INV SENT FOR 3 SECONOS FOR 
~RD TRIAL . FAR END AGAIN 
~EASURES HEAR-fAR LOSS 

MEASUREMENT AT FAR EIIO STill 
UNSUCCESSFUL IN 3RO TRIAL 

I 
FAR END AGAIN RETI!RtiE REPEAT I 
TEST SIGNAL (I/2· SECOtiD "OU-HOOK"ll 

L 

I 
FAR EIID TIMES OUT AFTER ABOUT 5 
SECOtfCS AND RETURNS REOf\DER 
SIGNAL. (SV)LAMP FLASHES AT 
120 IPM 

MEASUREMENT AT FAR END 
APPAREIHLY SUCCESSFUL IN 
1ST TRIAL 

MEASUREMENT AT FAR END 
SUCCESSFUL IN 2ND TRIAL 

MEASUREMENT AT FA" END 
SUCCESSFUl IN 3RD TRIAL 

TEST FAAME PAUSES ABOUT 1/2 SEC 
AFTER SENCJNG I M~ FAR END DOES 
NOT RETURN REPEAT TEST SIGNAL 
(1/2 SECONC "ON-HOCK"l CURING 
THIS PAUSE 

IMW SENT FOR ABOUT 1/2 
SECOND (•AuTOMATIC TEST" SIGNAL) 

ATTC PREPARES TO 3 • 0~ RECEIVE TEST POWER FOR FAR~NEAR 
?.O? MEASUREMENT 

9 SECOND TIMING INTERVAL 
STARTED. DURING THIS INTERVAL 
FAR-N£AR MEASUREMENT SHOULD 
BE CONPLETED 

r------------------------------STEP2----------------------------~ 

TRUNK LOSS Ill ~EAR-FAR GIRECTIOH 
EXCEEDS 1£.9 at, CR MEASURING 
CIRCUIT AT FAR EIIC fAIL S TC FU~CTIO~ T I . 

r FAR END TIMES OUT AND RETURIIS 
I'ECRDER SIGNAL BEFORE 9 SECOND 

j.(i~T~I~M~IN~G~I~N~TE~R~V~Ar1L~C~O~H~P~lE~T~E~O----~ 

l TEST FRANE BlOCKS WITH LAMP 
(NfO) LIGHTED. ISV)LAMP 

~F~l~A~S~HE~S~A~T-1~2~0-~IIP~H~--------~ 

TRUNK LCSS Ill FAR-~EAR CIRECTIOU 
EXCEEDS JE.9db, OR MEASURl~G CIRCUIT 
LF ATTC FAILS TC FUNCT~ CII C" FAR 
ENC FAILS TO SEU~ I MW. 

3.08 FAR EtiD DISCOtltiECTS WHEN IICISE l CHECK AT FAR END IS FI~I SHEC, 
(SV) LAt-lP LIGHTS OR FLASHES 
120 IPM 

St:E :1( TE ? 

FAR ENC fAILS TO REMCVE TEST POWER 
6EFOR£ COMPLETION Of 9 SECOND 
TIMI NG INTERVAl 

~-~~ TST FR BLOCKS AT END OF 9 SEC 
3EE NCH :;: T I~ ltiG I !I TERVAL . L At-'i' (L TR)LIG!TEC 

, --~-cO 

TRUIIK CHCJ( BY ATTC fAI LEC Ill 1ST 
OR IN BOTH 1ST AIIC 2ND TRIAL S 

1/2 SECOND SPURT OF IMW TEST 
POWER SENT TO FAR END AS 
"HPEAT !tST" SIGIIAL. ATTC 
REVERTS TO CONDITION AT START 
OF STEP ~ FOR A~OTHEF\ TRIAL 

TRUNK CHECK 6! ATTC STILL 
UNS~CtESSFUL Ill 2RC TRIAl 

I 

TEST FRAME BLOCKS WITH LAMP 
(HNCIO L1 GHTED. 

I 
FAR ENC DISCCIHIECTS WHEil IIC.ISE 

, 25 CH ECK AT FAR EIID IS fiiii)HED. 
-• (SV)LAMP LIGHTS OR FLASHES AT 

120 IPM 
SEE NOTE 3 

MEASURWG CIRCUH AT FAR EIIO FUIIC.
TIOUS AND CC~PLETES MEASUREMENT 
AT FAR END SVCCESSFULLY 

FAR EIID RETURNS IMW TEST PO~ER FOR 
3 SECONDS FOR FAR-NEAR MEASUREMENT 
UPCN RECEIPT OF AUTOMATIC TEST OR 
REPEAT TEST S I GtlAL • 

y 
TRUNK LOSS IN FAR-UEAR DIRECTI011 
LESS THAll 19.9db 

~08- ATTC ~ECEIVES TEST PCWER ANC MEAS-
3.18 URES TRl!tiK LC~S IN FAR-IIEAR 
INCL DIRECTICtl. (ADJUSTS FAR-IIEAR PACS) 

SEE ttCTE !f 
~1, ATTC MAKES TRUNK CHECK TC CHECK 
3.20 ACCt.: RAC ~ CF F AR-IIEAR F' AD ACJl:STMPIT 

3.21, ATTC ~REPARES TC C£TECT REMOVAl Cf 
3.22 TEST PCWER AT fAR END 

FA!' ENC liEt-teVES TEST POWH< BEFORE 
~24 ENC eF 9 SECrll~ TIMI~G INTERVAL 
UtiSUCCESSFUl 
1ST OR 2110 TRIAL 

I!IISVCCESS FUL 
?RC TRIAl 

T~U~K CHECK BY ATTC SUCCESSFLL IU 
EITHER 1:::T, 2iiC C~ :RC TRiAL 

ATTC PREPARES TO RECEIVE 
3.;:tr TEST POWER FOR NEAR-FAR 

MEASUREMENT. 

NEW 9 SECOND TIMING INTERVAL 
~ .2~ STARTED~ DURING THIS INTERV~L 

NEAR-FA" MEASUREMENT SHOULD IE 
COMPLETED. 

r-------------------------~----STEP3~----------------------------~ 

l 

2.38 

~39 

TRUIIK LCSS Ill IIEA~-FAh 
CIRECTICN EXCEECS ICdb 

l 
FAR END HTURtiS II;: :ECOIIC •ou
HCtK• ("ACD-IO• SIGHALl 6EfCRE 

I 
TliUIIK LCSS Ill IIEA~-FAii CIR~CTICtl 
IS LESS THAll IOdb. FAI\ END DOES 
llc:T RETURII "ACC-10" SIGIIAL SEND I IIG I ~-iW 

ATTC PREPARES TC ACD IOdb TC l 
IIEAI\-FAR MEASUREMEtiT 

'-----------+ 

r-----------<l 
FAR EIIC FAILS TC. RETUiill I ~W 
TEST PCwEii bEFCRE TRUNK TEST FRAME 
CCMPL ETES 9 ~E.CCUD TIM I iiG I tiTEP.VAL 

TEST FRAME BlOCKS AT END Of 
9 SECOND TIMING INTERVAL. 
lAMP ILTA) l iGHTED. 

'( 
FAR EIH"; SE,DS I ~W THROUGH TRANSI~I TTIUG 
PAC FCR IIEAF.-FAf\ t.tEASCREt-IEtiT 

ATTC MEASURES TRUHK LC~~ Itt FAR-NEAR 
DIRECTIOtl PlUS lC~S CF TRAII.SMITTING 
PAC AT FAR EIIO(ACJUSTS IIEAR-FAI\ l'APSl 

3.30 ATTC MAKES TRUNK C~ECK TC Ct'ECK 
eEE r•CTE 5 ACCURAC'Y CF tiEAR-FAR PAO ADJUSTMENT 

FAR t.il u FAILS TC REt-IC'IE TEST 
PCWER BEFCRE COHPl£TION Of 
9 SECCNO TIMING ltiTERVAL 

I 

TEST FRAME BLOCKS AT END OF 
9 SECOND TIMING INTERVAl. 
LAMP (LTR) LIGHTED. 

E I THEn TRUtiK CHEC.I< GR LOOr CHECJ< 
FAILS Ill 1ST TRIAL CR IN BOTH 1ST 
AtiO SECOJID TRIAL 

SEE NCH 7 

1/2 SECOND SPURT OF IMW TEST 
POWER SENT TO FAR END AS •REPEAT 
TESt• SIGNAL. ATTC REVERTS TO 
CCHCITI0/1 AT START CF STEP 2 FOI\ 
AIIOTHER T~IAL CF BCTH STEPS 2!~ 

3 .31- ATTC ,..AKES LOCP CHECK TC CtfECK 
3.36 ACCCRAC.Y CF MEASUIWIG CIRCt:IT AHC 
INCL I MW TEST POWER SUPPLY 

!.37 AT H. PRtP ,;RES TO CETE<. r REMOVAL OF 
TEST POWER AT fAR EIIC 

FAR EHC REMOVES TEST PCWER &EFCRE 
fll:. . F 9 SECOND TIMING INTERVAL 

t:HSUCC.ESSFUL 
1ST CR 2!10 TRIAL 

UI~SUCC.ESSFI!L 
3RD TRIAL 

8CTH TRUIIK CIH.l.~ ANO lCOP CHECK 
SUCCESSFUL ltl 1ST, 211C CR 3RD TRIAL 

SEE IIOTE E 

ISS 3, SECTION 212-503-101 

r---------------------------------STEP4--------------------------------~ 

fAR EIID WAITS ABCUT 4: SEC.GNOS 
AFTER NEAR-FAR ~EASURENENT 
6EFCRE STARTING IICISE C .. ECK 
AT F~R EtiD. THIS PERMITS ATTC 
TO fl~l~~ tiCISE CHECK FIRST 

NOISE CHECK LIMITS 
EXCEECEC 

I 
LAMP (HEll) LIGHTS. ATTC CAUSES 
SYMBOL "N• TO BE PI\INTEC Ill 
NEXT TO LAST COLUMN CH TELE
TYPEWRITER RECORO 

FAR END fAILS TO COMPLETE NCISE 
CHECK AND RETURN DISCONNECT 
SIGNAL BEFORE COMPLETION OF 
9 SECOND TIMING ltiTERVAL 

I 
_ TEST FRAME BlOCKS AT END 
~-~ OF 0 SECOID TIMING INTERVAL. 

lAMP (lDC) LIGHTED. 

NOISE CHECK LIMITS AT FAR 
0.0 EXCEEDED 

I 
(SV) LA .. flASHES AT 
120IPM. LAMP (FEN) liGHTS. ATTC 

:.11~ CAUSE~ SYMBCL •N• TO BE 
PRINTED IN LAST COLUMN Cll 
TELETYPEWRITER RECORD 

?.ttl 

ATTC INTEGRAl!~ ~CISE VOLTAGE 
A l HOJ.tE Et40 CVER 5 ! ECONO 
MOISE TI~IHG INTERVAL 

ATTC CCMPLEJES 5 SECONC 
"CISE TIMING INTERVAL 

ATTC CHECKS WHETHER t•CISE AT 
HCMC: EtiO EXCEEDS UOISE CHECK 
LIMITS 

NOISE CHECK LIMITS 
IICT EXCEECEC 

I 
l AMP"(HC:N} REMA IllS DARK. 
IIC IKISE SYMBOl PRINT~O 3·41 IN HEXT TC LAST CC LUI-411 
011 TEL En PEWR ITER RECC ID 

MEV 9 SECOND TIMIMG INTERVAL 
STARTED. flA END SHOULD 
RETURN DISCONNECT DURING THIS 
INT£RVAl. 

T 
fAR END COMPLETES NCISE CHECk 
AND ~ELEASES BEfORE END OF 
g SECOND TI~ING INTERVAl 

.lOlSE CHECK LIMITS AT FAR 
EHD »CT EXCEEDED 

I 
CSV) lAMP LIGHTS 
STEADILY. LAMP (FEN) RE

o; tr~ NAI NS DARk . NO tiCISE 
•• - SYMBCL PRINTED IU LAST 

COLUMH CF TELETYPE-

SEE NOTE 9 

WI\ITEI\ RECORD 

r 
3.1Jlf 

l 

SEE NOTE 10 
ATTt CAUSES TELETYPEWRITER TC 
fiNISH TEST RECORD 

TELETYPEWRITER SIGHILS ATTt 
IIIHt:tl TEST RECCRC IS CG4PLETEC 

ATTC SIGNALS AOIT THAT TEST IS 
FINISHEC. TRUNK TEST FRAME 
BREAKS DOWN CONNECTION AND 
ADVANCES TO THE NEXT TRUNK 

Fig. 5 - Row Chart for Full Automatic Transmissior. 
Test and Noise Check 
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